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Abstract
Proton relaxation in model and real wines is investigated for the first time by fast field cycling NMR
relaxometry. The relaxation mechanism unambiguously originates form proton interaction with
paramagnetic ions naturally present in wines. Profiles of a white Chardonnay wines from Burgundy, a
red Medoc, and model wines are well reproduced by Solomon-Bloembergen-Morgan equations.
Relaxation is primarily governed by interactions with Mn2+. A straightforward model-independent
quantification of the manganese ion concentration (down to few tens of µg/L) is proposed.
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Introduction
Since the pioneering work of Eschnauer on trace elements [1,2], there has been a wealth of scientific
publications tracing the various contributions throughout the overall winemaking process, from the
vineyard to the ageing in bottles, which may have an impact on the transient concentrations of elements
in grape and ultimately in wine [3–7]. Besides, multi-elemental fingerprinting has further proven to be a
promising wine authentication strategy [8–10], although only recent studies have investigated the
interplay between the winemaking processes and the viticultural origin of the grapes on the actual
composition of wines [11]. Of all the elements present in wines, transition metals and in particular Fe
and Cu have been the subject of many studies, since these two cations, with Mn to a lesser extent, were
shown to play a central role in catalyzing oxidation [12,13]. Considered as natural elements in wine,
whose presence is the result of a plant uptake from the soil [6], Fe, Cu, Mn, and also Ni, can be
incorporated during winemaking, as a result of “contamination” from winery equipment or as a
consequence of practices such as clarification and filtration [3,14]. Nevertheless, and despite the fact
that the successive winemaking steps can modulate concentrations [5]; these four elements could be
considered as discriminant among different Australian wine regions [15].
Although alternative methodologies such as Near Infrared Spectroscopy were proposed for the analysis
of elements in wine [16], their quantification mostly relies on Atomic spectroscopy techniques, and in
particular on inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP–OES), and mass
spectrometry (ICP–MS). Many elemental analyses over the last decades have involved, and are still
based on such techniques [9,17–20]. They can achieve very high selectivity and sensitivity, with
reduced problems of interference due to matrix effects, but rely on expensive equipment. Furthermore,
when dealing with biological samples like wine, metal speciation is a critical issue, and the association
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of ICP-OES with fractionation strategies such as solid phase extraction has recently been used to
discriminate Cu and Fe as hydrophobic, cationic and residual [13]. Besides, colorimetric or
electrochemical methods have also been used for Cu and Fe speciation in wine [21].
To our knowledge, fast field cycling (FFC) NMR relaxometry has never been used to characterize wine
and this preliminary communication aims to determine the origin of NMR relaxation in wine and to
highlight some major information that could be extracted. FFC NMR relaxometry is the only low-field
NMR technique that measures the longitudinal, or spin lattice relaxation time (T1), as a function of the
magnetic field strength, over a wide range of frequencies (from a few kHz to tens of MHz)
corresponding to values of T1 in the order of seconds to a fraction of a millisecond. Data are displayed
in the form of a nuclear magnetic resonance dispersion (NMRD) profile, where the relaxation rate (R1 =
1/T1) is reported versus the Larmor frequency of the observed nuclei. Generally, the benefit of
exploring the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate over a large range of frequencies is to isolate the typical
NMRD features associated with different molecular dynamics. Varying the magnetic field (
the Larmor frequency (

=

/2 , where

) changes

is the gyromagnetic ratio of the observed nuclei) and

therefore the time and length scales of the fluctuations responsible for the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation
rate R1 [22–24]. It is possible to record NMRD profile of almost any material, solid, liquid, or colloid.
In food science, FFC NMR has been applied to seeds[25], oil [26–28], fruits[29–31], cacao
butter[32,33], starch[34], bread [35], honey [36,37], egg and meat [38–40], cheese[41], quality and antifraud controls [42]. The art of exploiting NMRD profile consists in finding a sensible model in the sense
that it describes correctly the fluctuation of the NMR interactions, which requires a very good
knowledge of the system studied which is for the less no obvious in many complex food systems.
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Materials and methods
Field cycling NMR relaxometry.
Proton spin–lattice relaxation measurements were performed on a field cycling relaxometer from Stelar
company (Mede, Italy) with a magnetic field

, covering the proton Larmor frequencies from 0.001 to

40 MHz [43–45]. The spectrometer operates by switching the current in a solenoidal magnet from a
polarizing field (
(

), corresponding to a proton Larmor frequency of 24 MHz, to a field of interest

) for a variable relaxation period (τ). After each τ delay, the

field (

field is switched to the acquisition

), corresponding to a proton Larmor frequency of 16 MHz, at which magnetization is

detected after a π/2 pulse. The measurements were carried out at a temperature of 25°C, 4 scans were
recorded, π/2 pulse was 10 µs, the field-switching time 3 ms, spectrometer dead time 18 µs, and spectral
width 1.25 MHz. Points number 5 to 50 of fids were added to produce the relaxation curves, a single
exponential relaxation curve was observed in each experiment and the decay/recovery curves at each
value were fitted, using a single exponential function.
NMR titrations.
Metal titration curves were recorded at 25°C on a minispec mq20 (Bruker) operating at 19.65 MHz.
Four scans were collected and experiments were repeated at least 4 times. Relaxation time T1 was
measured with an inversion recovery pulse sequence. A single exponential relaxation curve was
observed in each experiment.
Inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry.
An ICP-AES Spectro ARCOS system (SPECTRO Analytical Instruments GmbH & Co. KG, Kleve,
Germany) was used for a complete screen of elements. The measured spectral element lines were: Cu:
4

324.754 nm, Fe: 259.941 nm, Mn: 257.611 nm, Mo: 202.030 nm, Ni: 231.614 nm. Sample introduction
was carried out using a peristaltic pump connected to a Meinhard nebulizer with a cyclon spray
chamber. The RF power was set to 1250 W, the plasma gas was 15 L Ar /min, whereas the nebuliser gas
was 0.6 L Ar/min. After 1:20 dilution of the samples with Milli-Q H2O for providing enough sample
volume for measurements (only few µL had been available) they were directly analyzed. As a positive
side effect the dilution eliminated probably occurring matrix effects and sensitivity changes due to
ethanol from samples.
Samples.
A Chardonnay white wine (2014 vintage) from the University of Burgundy estate in Marsannay-la-Côte,
Côte d’Or, France (samples W), and a red Medoc blend wine (2011 vintage) from Bordeaux (samples
R) were selected for real wine analysis. A label (a or b) indicate that the experiment has been performed
with the sample as received (Ra, Wa) or one year latter (Rb ,Wb). The Exchanged wine (EW) was
produced by exchange of W on an acidic cation exchange resin: Dowex 50WX8-100 (capacity1.7 meq.
mL-1; Sigma–Aldrich), adapted from the procedure of Benitez [32]. The resin was activated with 10%
HCl and washed with Milli-Q water until the eluate was neutral. Then, 20 mL W were mixed with 0.3 g
of activated resin under stirring for 10 min. After filtration of the mixture on a 0.65 mm cellulose acetate
membrane, the filtrate was stored at 4°C until analysis.
Ethanol (198.85 g, Aldrich ≥ 99.9%) was added to 1497.3 g of ultra-pure water with 7.5 g of citric acid
to produce a 12% (vol) model wine. Anhydrous paramagnetic salts FeCl3 and CuSO4 (Aldrich ≥
99.99%), were used as received. FeSO4.7H20 (Sigma ≥ 99.99) was also used as received, but the solute
(water or hydro alcoholic solution) was degassed under N2 down to an oxygen concentration of 0.5
mg/L) prior addition of the salt. MnSO4.xH20 (Aldrich ≥ 99.99) was heated at 450°C during 14 hours to
remove residual water [47,48]. NiCl3.6H20 (Fluka >98.0%) was heated at 220°C for 10 hours to
produce anhydrous chloride. Stock solutions of 50 mg/L of paramagnetic ions were diluted to obtain
5

targeted titration solutions. Laboratory glassware was cleaned three times with MilliQ water and
ultrapure water prior syntheses of model wine used for the titration curves with Mn2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Fe2+,
and Fe3+. The pH of model wines pH was 3.5, while white and red wine pH were 3.3 and 3.7
respectively. Samples are labelled MWx for Model Wine containing x/100 mg/L of manganese (i.e.
MW005 contains 0.05mg/L of manganese).
Theoretical description
Any nucleus experiencing a space-dependent NMR interaction can generate a path for magnetic
relaxation through the modulation of this interaction induced by nuclei dynamic. Modelling of
relaxation profiles is not straightforward, and we only refer to the most simple and commonly-used
models. In the case of proton NMR relaxometry of a solution, the first interaction to consider is the
dipolar interaction between protons. At equilibrium, isolated 1H nuclear spins placed in a magnetic field
occupy two energy levels ±ℎ /2 whose population is given by the Boltzmann distribution [49] The
unequal population of these two levels induces the

-proportional magnetization observed in NMR. In

relaxation experiments, the sample, initially polarized in a strong external magnetic field (
exposed to a lower relaxation magnetic field (

), is

), and the energy level populations are modified

according to the second magnetic field. The magnetization has to relax in time, reaching eventually
equilibrium at the lower field

[23,50] The magnetization decay is generally exponential with a time

constant referred to as the spin-lattice relaxation time T1. The simplest description of relaxation
mechanisms results from the stochastic fluctuations of dipolar interactions between pairs of proton of
the same molecule [49]. This intramolecular relaxation is associated with molecular rotation changing
the orientation of the vector connecting the interacting nuclei (within a molecule) with respect to the
direction of the external magnetic field (rotational diffusion model). The relaxation rate depends on the
spectral density of this fluctuation and if Lorentzian spectral densities are considered it can be simply
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expressed as the Bloembergen-Purcell-Pound (BPP) model. In the case of two identical spins it is
written [24,51]:
,
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is the Larmor pulsation of the observed nuclei (1H),

(2)

is the rotational correlation time, + is

the distance between the two nuclei within the molecules, and the tilde accent specifies a two-spin
interaction.
Paramagnetic relaxation is another, very efficient, relaxation mechanism resulting from the coupling
between protons and unpaired electrons of any paramagnetic element. In particular, trace level of
paramagnetic agents containing single ions are very effective relaxing agents in solution [52], and
relaxometry has proven to be an efficient technique for various paramagnetic titrations [53–59].
Paramagnetic interactions are described by several mechanisms. The simplest one considers that the
unpaired electrons are localized at the paramagnetic ion. The relaxation is described by an interaction
between an electronic point dipole and a nuclear point dipole (Solomon mechanism).
The associated dipolar paramagnetic relaxation rate can be written in the case of two spins as [60–64]:
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Where S is the electron spin number of the paramagnetic ion, and S-subscript refers to paramagnetic
ion. Correlation time

/6

is a composition of the reorientational correlation time of the paramagnetic ion

( 7 ) due to Brownian rotational motion, longitudinal (i=1) or transverse (i=2) electron relaxation time
(

56 ),

and of the life time of the nuclei on the paramagnetic ion (
1
/6

In practice, at low magnetic field,
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[65].

Equation (3) evidences two dispersions that can be observed at different frequencies. For certain
aquaions, e.g. Cu2+ [62,64,66], Mn2+[62,64,66,67], Fe3+[62,64,68], Gd3+[64,69], Cr3+ [62,65] ) at room
temperature and in low viscosity solutions, the first term in bracket of equation (3) is responsible for an
inflection in the NMRD profile near 10 MHz (

1 /! ~1

) and arises essentially from
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[64]. But other

aquaions do not show any dispersion below 40 MHz, e.g. Fe2+ [62], Co2+[62], Ni2+[70]). Since
658

[64], the second term (

/0 )

5

=

of equation (3), induces a dispersion at a significantly higher

frequency, in the GigaHertz range (the same remark holds for equation (1)). The characterization and
discrimination of these high frequency dispersions requires data collected at magnetic fields
significantly higher than the 500 MHz frequency used in this study. It must be pointed out that these
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considerations may be very different in other conditions (high viscosity, high temperature) or systems,
(e.g. in macromolecules the

/0

dispersion may appear below 50 MHz [71–76]

[64] The Solomon mechanism is not always sufficient to reproduce the NMRD profiles. In particular, in
the case of the paramagnetic nuclei present in wines, an additional fermi-contact interaction
(Bloembergen mechanism) has to be considered. This interaction arises from a delocalization of the
electronic wave function of the paramagnetic nuclei to the physical location of I-nuclei.
The relaxation rate in the case of two spins experiencing a contact interaction (scalar or hyperfine
interaction) is given by [61–64]:

<
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<
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1
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#
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=
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Where A is the scalar coupling constant of the spin exchange interaction between nucleus and electron,
and

is given by:
1

=

1
8

+

1
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Several aquaions, (e.g. Fe3+[62,68], Cr3+[62,65] ,VO2+ [62,77]) experience this contact interaction, the
associated dispersion in low viscosity solutions at room temperature is then situated at frequencies
above 1 MHz. Manganous aquaions also experience a contact interaction with a characteristic low-field
dispersive contribution (around 100 kHz) in the associated NMRD profile. Once more, in other
conditions or systems, the previous consideration may be different.

Paramagnetic longitudinal relaxivity of the water protons (
>?
0

=

1
.+

<

+

0)

is given by [64,78]
(9)

8

Where p is the concentration of the ions relative to the concentration of the solvent molecules (water)
and q the number of metal-bound water molecules. Assuming a fast chemical exchange of the water
molecules (

8

≪ 1/

.

+
0

Where
and

<

< ).

=

the relaxation of the water proton can be written:
+

0
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+ >?

<

+
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=

+

.

+

<

can be associated to the background or solvent rate in the absence of paramagnetic ions,

(10)

.

are the dipolar and contact paramagnetic contribution from the exchange of solvent nuclei with

the hydrated paramagnetic ions (first sphere of coordination). The contributions from second sphere and
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longer range paramagnetic interactions are not considered here. When different types of solute
paramagnetic ions are present, the contributions

<

and

.

of independent relaxation processes can be

treated as additive [64], and (10) can be extended as:
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Where i stands for all paramagnetic nuclei in the solution,
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is explicitly reported to highlight the

distinctive dispersion at ~0.1 MHz in wines at room temperature.
Detailed formalisms and more sophisticated developments can be found in reviews presenting
theoretical description of paramagnetic NMR [52,63], but such developments are clearly beyond the
scope of this communication.
Results and discussion
Wine NMRD profiles.
Beside NMRD profiles of model wines (MW samples), profiles of two distinct wines: a white
Chardonnay from Burgundy (W samples) and a red Medoc blend (R samples) were also recorded.
Samples were analyzed at two different times: as received in 2017 (Wa and Ra samples) and after one
year exposed to atmospheric air in a closed NMR tube (ratio wine/air volume of 1/20; Wb and Rb
samples). In wine, naturally present paramagnetic ions have low (mg/L) or very low (µg/L)
concentrations, typical orders rarely exceed 5 mg/L for iron, 2 mg/L for manganese and are less than
1mg/L for copper [5]. ICP-AES analyses of our samples are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Concentrations (mg/L) of paramagnetic elements measured in the white Chardonnay (W), the
red Medoc (R) and the exchanged wine (EW) by ICP-AES. Numbers in parentheses are the uncertainties
on the last digits.
Mn
W

Fe

1.26(2) 1.34(2)

Cu

Ni

0.160(2) 0.91(1)

EW <0,002 0.056(3) 0.024(1) <0,007
R

1.06(2) 0.85(1)

0.93(1)

Cd
0.0019(1)
<0,001

0.065(1) 0.0056(3)

To test paramagnetic relaxation mechanism in wine, Fig. 1 reports NMRD profiles of the white wine
recorded before (Wa) and after (EW) ion exchange treatment on a resin to remove paramagnetic ions
[46]. When paramagnetic ions are extracted from the wine, a featureless profile with longer relaxation
times is observed, confirming the dominant paramagnetic relaxation mechanisms in wine. Moreover, in
Wa profile, the low frequency dispersion around 0.1 MHz is characteristic of manganese, and in a first
approximation proton coupling with manganese has to be assumed. For comparison, the NMRD profiles
of two model wines (MW005 and MW128) solely containing manganese as paramagnetic ions at levels
of 50 µg/L and 1.28 mg/L and the profile of the red wine are reported in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1.

The shapes of the real and model wine profiles are similar. Furthermore, the clear manganese fingerprint
characterized by two dispersions around 0.1 and 10 MHz observed in MW005, indicates that 50µg/L is
clearly above the limit of detection and quantification. In Fig. 1, NMRD profiles of Wa and model
wines are satisfactory reproduced with the following equation:
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Numerical parameters resulting from the refinement are gathered in Table 2 with additional results of
wines and model wines containing 5.43 (MW543), 5.01 (MW501), and 0.53 (MW053) mg/L of Mn2+.
Since we do not have high frequency data to refine the diamagnetic contribution (equation (1), the
relaxation rate of the model wine without paramagnetic elements measured at 20 MHz (0.47 s-1) was
used to fix the diamagnetic contribution (

,

)).

Table 2. Parameters obtained from refinements of NMRD profiles for the white Chardonnay (W), the
red Medoc blend (R) and model wines (MW). MWx refers to model wines containing x/100 mg/L of
manganese. .

./<

= >?

./<

and Numbers in parentheses are last-digit-uncertainties resulting purely

from the numerical refinement.

RC

RD
CD

/

CC

(109 s-2) (10-11s) (109 s-2) (10-9 s)
MW546 5.78

3.81(2) 1.41

1.88(1)

MW501 5.47

3.78(2) 1.27

1.86(2)

MW128 1.64

3.60(3) 0.34

1.87(3)

MW053 0.72

3.43(3) 0.14

1.82(3)

MW005 0.25

1.80(2) 0.02

1.50(4)

Wa

2.73

2.82(3) 0.33

1.51(3)

Wb

2.69

2.92(2) 0.36

1.43(2)

Ra

2.97

2.56(2) 0.30

1.28(3)

Rb

2.07

3.22(3) 0.30

1.38(4)
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. In Table 2, correlation times

/ and

are consistent with literature data of Mn2+ in solution

[64,62,67,77,79]. Among model wine samples, little deviations are observed, the somehow lower
correlation times measured for MW005 may simply result from the noisier data. However, the measured
dipolar values differ notably between the two red wines. In fact, an inspection of samples Ra and Rb
revealed that, while Ra has a natural red color, Rb turned very brown indicating a contact with air. This
air-contact, among various changes in the wine, induces oxidation and eventually evaporation of
alcohol, which contribute to a decrease of the relaxation rate (Fig. 4.). The signature of this oxidation is
already observable on Ra and Rb profiles (Fig. 1.c), Rb curve is downward-shifted with respect to Ra
one (~0.1 s-1at 20 MHz). The refinement of the Rb profile is performed with a diamagnetic contribution
fixed to 0.47 s-1 which is of course unappropriated in the case of Rb and the 0.1s-1 shift is numerically
reported in the CD parameter.
Variation of parameters

.

and

<

versus the manganese concentration for the model wines is reported

in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2

The

<

parameter results from the contact interaction proper to Mn2+, therefore a report of

<

obtained

from Wa NMRD profile, on the line of Fig. 2 gives a measure of the manganese concentration in the
wine: 1.26±0.08 mg/L. . Results obtained for other samples are reported in Table 3, the relaxation
measurement of the manganese concentration agrees (within incertitude limits) with the ICP-AES
analysis, confirming the major role of manganese in the paramagnetic relaxation mechanism
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Table 3. Manganese concentrations (mg/L) in wine samples measured by ICP-AES and relaxometry.
Concentrations reported in column C are calculated through the contact constant of the SolomonBloembergen-Morgan equation. Numbers in parentheses are uncertainties on the last digits.

ICP-AES
Wa
Wb
Ra
Rb

1.26(2)

1.06(2)

C
1.26(8)
1.38(8)
1.15(8)
1.13(8)

The dispersion around 10 MHz can be affected by the dipolar or contact interactions of other
paramagnetic present in the wine (Fe[66,62], Cu[62]) and the report of

.

on Fig. 2 can overestimate

the Mn2+ concentration. Dispersions of other paramagnetic nuclei is also the probable explanation for
the mismatch of the simulated profile and the experimental points around 10 MHz. Furthermore, it may
as well contribute to the difference observed around 10 MHz between the profiles of model wine
MW128 and Wa, which have very close Mn2+ concentrations and should match once vertically shifted
(Fig. 1.a). Since the wines contain several paramagnetic elements (Table 1), it is important to examine
how other paramagnetic nuclei could contribute to the relaxation of the wine, and be observed in the
NMRD profiles.
Fig. 3
Fig. 3 reports the relaxation rates recorded at a Larmor frequency of 19.65 MHz measured on model
wines containing variable amount of paramagnetic nuclei present in the wines (Cu2+,Fe2+, Mn2+, Ni2+,
15

Fe3+). Intercepts, and slopes (the proton relaxivities) of the linear correlations and some related literature
values are reported in Table 4.

Table 4. Proton relaxivity (r) and intercept (R0) of model wines and water solutions containing metal
ions (Mn2+, Fe3+, Fe2+, Ni2+ and Cu2+). If not specified otherwise, measurements were performed at
19.65 MHz and at 25°C. Numbers in parenthesis indicate last-digit-uncertainties. aMnCl2 N2-degassed
solution at 37°C[80]. b Fe(NO3)3 in 1M HCL04[68]. cFeCl3.6H20 solution, at 22°C, pH=1, νLarmor
=9.1MHz [81]. dFeCl3 or Fe(NO3)3, in 1.4M HCl (*) or 5%HNO3 (**), νLarmor =60 MHz [58]. eCuSO4
solution [82]. f from a NMRD profile [62]. g from Figure 6 of Schlüter [55]. h Ni(ClO4)2 solution, pH 0.13, νLarmor =12 MHz[83,84]. i(NH4)2Fe(SO4)2 solution at 37°C, pH=1[85]. jmeasured on fresh
FeSO4.7H2O solution, in N2 degassed water (~ 0.5mg/L of O2)[86]. k from a NMRD profile of a 10mM
of (NH4)2Fe(SO4)2[62].

R0 (wine)

r (wine)

r (H2O solution)

(s-1)

s-1 (mg/L)-1

s-1 (mg/L)-1

Mn2+ 0.467(3)

0.155(1)

0.126a

0.441(8)

0.092(4)

0.477(3)

0.065(1)

Cu2+

0.4591(3)

0.0140(2)

0.02e; 0.014f

Ni2+

0.4867(4)

0.0065(1)

0.015g; 0.010h

Fe2+

0.47(1)

0.0075(5)

0.008i; 0.0065j; 0.0067k

Fe3+

0.21b; 0.1792(4)c; 0.012*,0.019**d

Comparable linear correlations have been reported for T1 and T2 relaxations for various paramagnetic
ions in solution [57,58,80,82,87]. The curves intercept the y-axis at a value, which would be the
relaxation rate of the model wine free of paramagnetic element (R0), which can thus be considered as
16

the solvent relaxation rate. Relaxivities of Fe2+, Ni2+, and Cu2+ ions are at least one order of magnitude
inferior to the Mn2+ one and are not expected to significantly participate to the dipolar dispersion. Ferric
aquaion which has a dispersive component around 7 MHz[62,68] is the only candidate that could
contribute to the dipolar paramagnetic relaxation. This is a very interesting point that relaxometry could
highlight in situ. Indeed iron plays a determinant catalytic role in oxidation mechanism of wine.
However, because of the tens of thousands of molecules and elements present in wine, oxidation
mechanisms are very complex and have been the subject of numerous works [88–95]. It is well known
that when wine is preserved from oxygen, iron is preferably in ferrous state and should therefore not
contribute significantly to the relaxation. However, in the presence of O2, it is oxidized to Fe3+ and it has
been shown in real wines that Fe2+ concentration can decrease by 40 – 50 % in 80 hours after exposure
to air[96]. Fe3+ is very likely to occur in our samples and increase the observed dispersion at 10 MHz.
When oxidation processes are completed, Fe3+ can be reduced or form complexes and insoluble
particles (i.e. Fe(OH)3) that contribute to a lesser extent to the relaxation [54,56,59]. . ICP-AES analysis
of exchanged wine (EW), has revealed Mn2+concentration below 0.002 mg/L. In Fig. 1, the NMR
profile of EW shows a barely visible decreasing slope of the relaxation rate but no clear manganese
signature is visible. A few µg/L of Mn2+ would be the limit of detection, at least within our experimental
conditions. It is worth noting that in other systems (such as wine vinegars), profiles may show different
paramagnetic signatures as a hump at high frequency [42,52,63,75], which results from the formation of
big-size paramagnetic complexes (with sugars or organic acids), which is not observed in wine.

Manganese titration in wines.
In the following, we propose a method to quantify the manganese concentration in wines, in a simple
model free approach. This is of interest for wine control or identification. The goal is to remove
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miscalculation due to other paramagnetic ions like Fe3+ but also R0-contribution that, for many reasons,
may vary from one wine to another. As an illustration of such effects is presented in Fig. 4 where the
relaxation rate of different model wines are reported versus the alcoholic strength of the solutions. It is
worth noting that the linear dependence over the alcohol percent is no longer verified above ~40 % in
volume of alcohol [97].
Fig. 4.
Variation of the synthetic wine relaxivity versus Mn2+ concentration for various Larmor frequencies is
reported in Fig.1S in the supplementary information. A linear dependence is confirmed for all
frequencies and can be simply formalized as:
DE

Where

DE

8A
= FDE + +DE
.

8A

(13)

8A
stands for the relaxation rate at a Larmor frequency =, +DE
, and FDE are the relaxivity and

the intercept at =, and

8A

is the concentration of Mn2+. The intercept (0.51 s-1) shows little variations

(±0.02 s-1), and it is convenient to assume it independent of the Larmor frequency and to associate it
with the relaxation rate of the solvent R0 when no manganese is present in the wine [52].
Equation (13) can be written as:
DE

=

H

8A
+ +DE
.

8A

(14)

Considering two points A and B on the wine profile we may extract the manganese concentration
according to:
8A

=

DE
8A
+DE

− DJ
8A
− +DJ

(15)
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Equation (15) is in principle valid for any couple of frequency, and does only depend on the slopes of
the titration lines at frequencies A and B. In particular, if we consider two points below roughly 1MHz,
and since

.

can reasonably be approximated to a constant value (Fig. 1) any dipolar contribution is

cancelled in the numerator of equation (15) and this equation only quantifies the manganese involved in
the contact interaction. All possible significant paramagnetic contributions from other nuclei (Cu2+,
Fe2+, Fe3+, Ni2+) vanish. Moreover, by the same way, equation (15) does also eliminate the solvent
contribution (

or

H

in equation (1) or (14)), i.e. it is independent of chemical or physical properties

that may give different intercepts from one wine to another. Consequently, equation (15) should allow
for a straightforward and robust estimation of the manganese concentration within the samples. Fig. 5
illustrates the calculation for all possible frequency couples for a model wine containing 0.53mg/L of
Mn2+ (MW053).
Fig. 5
Two areas of the contour plot give unsatisfactory results: (i) the diagonal zone for which two close
frequencies are chosen and unsurprisingly the reliability decreases as frequencies come closer, (ii) a low
frequency band (<0.02 MHz) for which the collected data are less reliable due to imperfect magnetic
earth field compensation during the measurement. Couples of point taken from the two plateaus of the
NMRD profile (in the ranges 0.02-0.06 and 1-3 MHz) are expected to give good results since relaxation
rates are significantly different between the two ranges, whereas within each zone, the variation is
smooth. This area corresponds to the square in Fig. 5, and is approximately situated in the middle of the
grey area where all calculated concentrations are in the range 0.53 ± 0.02 mg/L. Indeed, the manganese
concentration calculated with the 25 points in the square is 0.53 ±0.01 mg/L, in good agreement with the
expected value of 0.53 mg/L. Even when the calculation zone extends to the dashed rectangle (120
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points) and the triangle (300 points), concentrations are stable: 0.52 ±0.01 and 0.53 ±0.05 mg/L,
respectively. Comparable results are obtained for all other model wines (Table 5).

Table 5. Calculated manganese concentration (mg/L) according to equation (15). In the square zone, 25
points are used for the statistical calculation, 120 and 300 points are considered in the rectangle and
triangle zone, respectively. Samples Wa and Ra are recorded with different experimental condition but
approximately the same zones have been chosen however, only 12, 72 and 171 experimental points are
in the zones. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the standard deviation on the last digit. a Concentration
measured by ICP AES
Manganese

Square
concentration zone

Rectangular Triangular
zone
zone

MW546 5.46

5.46(3)

5.45 (4)

5.5 (1)

MW501 5.01

4.97(5)

4.97(6)

5.0(1)

MW128 1.28

1.34(8)

1.3(1)

1.3 (1)

MW053 0.53

0.53(1)

0.52 (1)

0.53 (5)

MW005 0.05

0.063(5) 0.063 (6)

0.06 (1)

Wa

1.17(9)

1.2(1)

1.3(2)

1.13(3)

1.1(1)

1.4(2)

Wb
EW
Ra
Rb

1.26(2)a
<0.002a
1.06(2)a

0.009(6) 0.011(4)

0.01 (1)

0.83(4)

0.9(1)

1.2(3)

0.91(5)

0.9(1)

1.2(3)

Fig. 6.
The concentration contour plot of Wa is reported in Fig. 6, and presents similarities with Fig. 5. Low
and diagonal frequencies are subject to more variation but the calculated concentrations are more
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dispersed, in particular for the higher frequencies of the triangular zone, and the plateau supporting the
rectangular zone is not so well defined: concentrations are monotonously increasing along the x-axis.
From square to triangle, the concentrations are calculated to be 1.17 ±0.09, 1.2 ±0.1 and 1.3 ±0.2 mg/L
(Table 5), in very good agreement with the calculated concentration issued from the refinement of the
low field dispersion.
While in the case of model wines, the three calculated concentrations were fairly consistent, for the real
wines some variations are observed, particularly in the upper part of the triangle zone. We may attribute
this deviation to the additional paramagnetic elements present in the wine. Even though other
paramagnetic ions have a low relaxivity with respect to Mn2+ (Fig. 3), when couples of high frequencies
are considered, the profile is mainly governed by the dipolar dispersion, and the cumulative dipolar
contributions of other paramagnetic ions (Fe3+, Cu2+,Ni2+) may then be less negligible and result in an
increase of the calculated manganese concentration. If one wishes to further analyze the results, it
appears that the concentrations are slightly underestimated. This could be explained by the fact that on
NMRD profiles, manganese complexation is particularly visible on the low field dispersion caused by
the contact interaction, which induces a decrease of the relaxation rate [54,79]. Since wine has a high
tendency for forming complexes with minor and trace-metal cations [5,17,98,99], we could attribute the
manganese concentration deficit observed on the low field singularity to the complexation of Mn2+. On
overall, while manganese concentration is measured with very high accuracy on model wine, small
differences remain between ICP-AES and relaxometric measurement performed on real wines. NMRD
profiles may still contain unrevealed information.
Despite no manganese signature on the NMRD profile of the exchanged wine is visible, equation (15) is
also applied to the exchanged wine sample, and reasonable concentrations of the order of 0.01 mg/L are
obtained (ICP-AES analysis gives less than 0.002 mg/L (Table 5)).
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Conclusions
NMR proton relaxation of wine clearly originates from paramagnetic ions naturally present in wine. In
the samples studied the relaxation is governed by Mn2+ relaxation for which very low concentration
(few tens of µg/L) can be quantify in situ with a good accuracy. Moreover, NMR relaxometry should
also be able to reveal Fe3+ when present. The double dispersion signature of Mn2+ observed on proton
profile allows in a model independent straightforward calculation for a simple and precise measurement
of manganese concentration independently of all other paramagnetic ions, or solvent effect and could
reveal manganese complexation. This approach is obviously not limited to wine and should be usable
for various chemical solution, biological fluids, or gels.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1.
NMRD profiles of real and model wines. Black and pink symbols represent profiles of real wine (Wa,
Ra, ○; Rb, ○) and exchanged wine (EW, ●). Blue symbols report proﬁle of synthe)c wine MW005
(50µg/L Mn2+) and MW128 (1.28 mg/L Mn2+). Continuous lines result from the refinement of real and
model wines, individual components of the fits are represented by dashed lines. (a) white wine Wa
with MW005 and MW128. (b) vertical extension of the profile of MW005 with its refinement and
related components along with the EW profile. (c) Red wines, with Ra refinement of. The profile of
Wb overlaps Wa one’s and is not reported.

to the Wa one and is not reported.

Fig. 2.
Variation of CC, and CD parameters for the model wines.

Fig. 3.
Proton relaxivity of model wines versus metal concentration, recorded at 19.65 MHz. Continuous
lines correspond to linear regressions. For linear regressions of model wines containing Ni2+, Cu2+,
and Fe2+ relaxation times of wines with 50, 25 and10 mg/L have been measured (data not shown).

Fig. 4.
Relaxation rate of alcoholic solutions, (●) Hydro-alcoholic solution, (○) alcoholic solu)on with 1.2
mg/L of Mn2+, and (▲)alcoholic solution containing 1.23 mg/L of manganese and 5g/L of tartaric acid,
versus the alcohol percent in volume (alc/vol) at 25 °C.

Fig. 5.
Manganese concentration calculated on MW053. Only half of the symmetrical data is plotted. Color
legend is expressed in mg/L and contour plot levels are drawn every 0.05 mg/L. Square, dashed
rectangle and triangle are arbitrary zones for statistical calculations. No processing of the data
(filtering, smoothing, or interpolation) is applied.
Fig. 6.
Manganese concentration calculated on Wa. Color legend is expressed in mg/L and levels are
uniformly represented with a 0.15 mg/L step. Square, rectangle and triangle are calculation zones
consistent with Fig. 6. No data processing is applied.
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